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Important Notice 

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or 

transmitted in any form or by any means, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, 

without prior written consent of Scribe Software Corporation. No patent liability is 

assumed with respect to the use of the information contained herein. While every 

precaution has been taken in the preparation of this book, Scribe Software Corporation 

assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions. This publication and features 

described herein are subject to change without notice. Scribe Software Corporation 

makes no representations or warranties, either expressed or implied, by or with respect 

to anything in this manual, and shall not be liable for any implied warranties of 

merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or for any indirect, special or 

consequential damages. 

Disclaimer 

The names of companies, products, people, and/or data used in window illustrations 

and sample output are fictitious and are in no way intended to represent any real 

individual, company, product, or event, unless otherwise noted. 

Trademarks 

Scribe Insight, Scribe Integrate, Scribe Workbench, and Scribe Console are trademarks 

of Scribe Software Corporation. All other products or services mentioned in this 

document are identified by the trademarks or service marks of their respective 

companies or organizations. Scribe Software Corporation disclaims any responsibility for 

specifying which marks are owned by which companies or organizations. 

Publishing Information 

© 1996 - 2012 Scribe Software Corporation. All rights reserved. 
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Introduction 

The Scribe's SolutionPak: Invoice History for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 provides a 

one-way integration that synchronizes data typically found in accounting systems to 

Dynamics CRM using a set of standardized CSV files. The synchronized data includes 

customer master information, customer credit status and payment terms, addresses, 

contacts, invoices and invoice detail.  

Synchronizing customer data and invoices boosts intelligence about customers giving 

Sales teams and Marketing teams the critical information they need to know about 

customers: 

 For Sales — Sales representatives can see what customers purchased, what they 

paid, and their buying patterns; opening the door to cross selling opportunities.  

 For Marketing — With the information now in Dynamics CRM, Marketing personnel 

can use the reporting and analytics capabilities to look for patterns about 

customer's purchases. Based on these patterns, they can segment customers for 

specific marketing campaigns and activities such as nurture campaigns. 

SolutionPak Overview 

The primary objectives of the SolutionPak design are to: 

 Provide the Dynamics CRM user with a complete invoice history for customers, 

including product line item details. 

 Provide data for creating reports that key off of the relationship between products 

invoiced and customers. By extension, this can support reporting on product 

purchase trends and detail by items related to accounts, such as region/territory 

and representative. 

 Keep customer information in Dynamics CRM up to date with data from an 

accounting system. That data can then be put to use in Dynamics CRM; for 

example, by creating a workflow that adds a new activity when a customer goes on 

credit hold.  

The SolutionPak is made of several data maps that are used with the Synchronization 

Service on the Scribe Online integration platform. The SolutionPak also includes a 

Dynamics CRM solution that installs the custom invoice entity and invoice detail entity. 

It uses these custom entities instead of the regular invoice entities that come with 

Dynamics CRM to simplify the integration and the implementation process with 

Dynamics CRM. By default, Dynamics CRM does not let you have full control of the 

invoice data. Using custom entities allows for full control. 

To use the SolutionPak requires the following things: 

 A subscription to the Scribe Online Synchronization Service 

 Exported data from the source system in the standardized CSV format. You can set 

up and test the SolutionPak to see how it works by using the included sample CSV 

files. 
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 A Dynamics CRM 2011 system 

About the Source Data 

The SolutionPak is designed to use a set of standardized CSV files as the source of data. 

To use the SolutionPak, the data needs to be exported from the source system into the 

CSV formats using a native export tool from the source system or by using a separate 

extract tool. If your site can directly access the source system data through Scribe 

Online, such as through an ODBC connection, the SolutionPak maps can be modified to 

connect directly to the source data using the Synchronization Service. 

The SolutionPak comes with a set of sample CSV files. You can use these files to set up 

the SolutionPak and learn how it works. You can use the sample files as a model for 

how to format the data extracted from the real source system. There is information 

later in this document about the specifications for the CSV files.  

Integration Touch Points – Dynamics CRM 

This diagram shows the type of data that is integrated by the SolutionPak.  
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Seeing the Data in Dynamics CRM  

In this section, we describe and show where the data that is integrated by the 

SolutionPak can be seen in Dynamics CRM.  

The account data is visible in the default account screens in Dynamics CRM.  

 

General Account Information 

 

Billing and Credit Information 
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Contact Information 

Invoice information is stored in custom entities, which are available in the Related 

section on the Account screen.  

 

Scribe Invoices Link 
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The Scribe Invoice Details show the products and quantity on the invoice. 

 

Scribe Invoice Details 

The Invoice Dashboard shows several charts based on invoice data. The default 

configuration shows invoice totals by geography (state), invoice totals by week, top 

invoice totals by sales person, These charts can be customized to suit differing 

requirements, top five selling products, and a list of invoices.  

 

Scribe Invoice Dashboard 
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SolutionPak Maps Overview 

The following chart shows an overview of the maps included with the SolutionPak.  

Map 
Name 

Operation Dynamics 
CRM 

Entity 

Match Field in 
Dynamics CRM 

Match Formula 

Customers Update then 
Insert 

Account accountnumber Customers.CustomerNumber 

 

Addresses Update then 
Insert 

Customer 
Address 

name Addresses.CustomerNumber 

 & Addresses.AddressType 

 

Contacts Update then 
Insert 

Contact emailaddress1 LOWER(Contacts.FirstName)&  "." 

& LOWER(Contacts.LastName) & 
"@" & LOWER(REPLACE(REPLACE( 

REPLACE(Contacts.CustomerName, 
".", ""), " ", ""), "'", "")) & ".com" 

 

Scribe 
Invoices 

Update then 
Insert 

Scribe 
Invoice 

scr_invoicenumber Invoices.InvoiceNumber 

 

Scribe 

Invoice 
Details 

Update then 
Insert 

Scribe 

Invoice 
Detail 

scr_name InvoiceDetails.InvoiceNumber &  

"|" & InvoiceDetails.LineNumber & 
"|" & 

InvoiceDetails.ProductNumber 

 

Customers  

This map takes Customer data from the CSV file and pushes it to Dynamics CRM. It will 

create new accounts in Dynamics CRM or update existing accounts based on whether a 

match is found on the CustomerNumber field in the CSV file and the Account Number 

field in Dynamics CRM.  

Addresses 

This map takes Address data from the CSV file and pushes it to Dynamics CRM. It will 

create new addresses or update existing addresses based on whether a match is found 

on the CustomerNumber and AddressType from the CSV vile, looking for the 

corresponding data in the name field in the customeraddress entity in Dynamics CRM.  

Address data is integrated into the "more addresses" area of Dynamics CRM. Using the 

customeraddress entity in Dynamics CRM allows us to have one map that can handle 

multiple addresses. There are limitations on the number of addresses you can have if 

you are working with addresses on the account entity. 
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Contacts 

This map takes Contact data from the CSV file and pushes it to Dynamics CRM. It will 

do both create new contacts or update existing contacts based on whether a match is 

found emailaddress1. If your data has an email address in it, the map will use that 

data. If it does not have an email address, the formula used in the SolutionPak creates 

an email address, based on common conventions, so that it can be used for the match.  

Scribe Invoices 

This map takes Invoice data from the CSV file and pushes it to Dynamics CRM. It will 

create invoices as well as update existing invoices in Dynamics CRM based on whether 

it finds a match based on the OrderNumber that is in the CSV file. This number is stored 

in the scr_invoicenumber field on the custom entity.  

Scribe Invoice Details 

This map takes Invoice Detail data from the CSV file and pushes it to Dynamics CRM. It 

will create invoice details or update them based on whether it finds a match. The match 

is based on a concatenation of OrderNumber, LineNumber, and ProductNumber to 

uniquely identify the invoice line item. By using this, we have created a primary key 

that can be used to change values on the line items, such as price or quantity. 
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SolutionPak Maps Details 

Map Name: Customers 

 

Source Field Target Field Formula 

Customers.CustomerNumber 

 

accountnumber 

 

Customers.CustomerNumber 

 

Customers.CompanyName 

 

name 

 

Customers.CompanyName 

 

Customers.CreditAmount 

 

creditlimit 

 

Customers.CreditAmount 

 

Customers.CreditOnHold 

 

creditonhold 

 

TOBOOLEAN( TOINTEGER( 
Customers.CreditOnHold ) )1 

Customers.Email 

 

emailaddress1 

 

Customers.Email 

 

Customers.Fax 

 

fax 

 

Customers.Fax 

 

Customers.PaymentTerms paymenttermscode 

 

LOOKUPTABLEVALUE2( 

"Payment Terms", 
Customers.PaymentTerms )2 

Customers.Phone 

 

telephone1 

 

Customers.Phone 

 

Customers.WebsiteURL 

 

websiteurl 

 

Customers.WebsiteURL 

 

 

1 - This formula is used to take a string value from our source system and convert it 

first to an integer value of 1 or 0, then to a true Boolean of true or false  

2 - This formula is used to convert the Payment Terms from our ERP system to the 

appropriate option set within CRM by referencing the Lookup Table that has been 

created ahead of time 
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Map Name: Addresses 

Source Field Target Field Formula 

Addresses.CustomerNumber 

 , Addresses.AddressType 

name 

 

Addresses.CustomerNumber 

 & Addresses.AddressType1 

Addresses.AddressLine1 

 

line1 

 

Addresses.AddressLine1 

 

Addresses.AddressLine2 

 

line2 

 

Addresses.AddressLine2 

 

 objecttypecode 

 

"account" 

 

Addresses.Fax 

 

fax 

 

Addresses.Fax 

 

Addresses.Phone 

 

telephone1 

 

Addresses.Phone 

 

Addresses.City 

 

city 

 

Addresses.City 

 

Addresses.Country 

 

country 

 

Addresses.Country 

 

Addresses.PostalCode 

 

postalcode 

 

IF(LEN(Addresses.PostalCode) 

= 4, "0"&Addresses.PostalCode, 
Addresses.PostalCode)2 

Addresses.State 

 

stateorprovince 

 

Addresses.State 

 

Addresses.AddressType 

 

addresstypecode 

 

LOOKUPTABLEVALUE2( 

"Address Type", 
Addresses.AddressType )3 

 

Addresses.CustomerNumber 

 

parentid 

 

LOOKUPTARGETVALUE( 

"account", "accountnumber", 
Addresses.CustomerNumber, 
"accountid" )4 

1 - These two fields are concatenated in order to uniquely identify the customer address 

since there is no primary key in our source file 

 

2 - If there are postal codes that begin with a zero, they can sometimes get stripped off 

(IE 03104 becomes 3104). This checks to see if the post code is only 4 digits, and if so 

adds a zero to the front of the value 
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3 - This formula is used to convert the Address Types from our ERP system to the 

appropriate option set within CRM by referencing the Lookup Table that has been 

created ahead of time 

 

4 - This formula looks into CRM for the account that the address is linked to, and 

returns the GUID to maintain referential integrity  

Map Name: Contacts 

 

Source Field Target Field Formula 

Contacts.Fax 

 

fax 

 

Contacts.Fax 

 

Contacts.AddressLin
e1 

 

address1_line1 

 

Contacts.AddressLine1 

 

Contacts.AddressLin
e2 

 

address1_line2 

 

Contacts.AddressLine2 

 

Contacts.City 

 

address1_city 

 

Contacts.City 

 

Contacts.Country 

 

address1_country 

 

Contacts.Country 

 

Contacts.PostalCode 

 

address1_postalcode 

 

IF(LEN(Contacts.PostalCode) = 

4, "0" & Contacts.PostalCode, 
Contacts.PostalCode)1 

Contacts.State 

 

address1_stateorprovince 

 

Contacts.State 

 

Contacts.FirstName, 
Contacts.LastName, 

Contacts.CustomerN
ame  

emailaddress1 

 

LOWER(Contacts.FirstName)&  
"." & 

LOWER(Contacts.LastName) & 
"@" & 
LOWER(REPLACE(REPLACE( 

REPLACE( 

Contacts.CustomerName, ".", 
""), " ", ""), "'", "")) & ".com"2 

Contacts.LastName 

 

lastname 

 

Contacts.LastName 

 

Contacts.CustomerN
umber 

parentcustomerid 

 

LOOKUPTARGETVALUE("accoun

t", "accountnumber", 
Contacts.CustomerNumber, 
"accountid" )3 
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Source Field Target Field Formula 

 parentcustomeridtype 

 

"account" 

 

Contacts.Phone 

 

telephone1 

 

Contacts.Phone 

 

Contacts.FirstName 

 

firstname 

 

Contacts.FirstName 

 

Contacts.MiddleNam

e 

 

middlename 

 

Contacts.MiddleName 

 

Contacts.Salutation 

 

salutation 

 

Contacts.Salutation 

 

Contacts.LastName contactid 

 

IF(ISNULLOREMPTY 

(Contacts.LastName), "This 
row failed because the contact 
had no LastName in the source 
data", null) 

4 

 

1 - If there are postal codes that begin with a zero, they can sometimes get stripped off 

(IE 03104 becomes 3104). This checks to see if the post code is only 4 digits, and if so 

adds a zero to the front of the value 

 

2 - This formula is used to generate an email address for the contact. It takes the first 

letter of the first name, concatenates that with the last name using a period to separate 

them, then concatenates it with @companyname.com. The Company name is stripped 

of all punctuation that would invalidate the email address. 

 

3 - This formula looks into CRM for the account that the contact is linked to, and returns 

the GUID to maintain referential integrity 

 

4 - This formula validates that the row has data in the LastName field, which is required 

by Dynamics CRM, and if it does not the row will fail with the error in the formula  
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Map Name: Scribe Invoices 

Source Field Target Field Formula 

SalesOrders.OrderNumber 

 

scr_invoicenumber 

 

SalesOrders.OrderNumber 

 

SalesOrders.CustomerNumber scr_billtocustomer 

 

LOOKUPTARGETVALUE("account", 

"accountnumber", 
SalesOrders.CustomerNumber, 
"accountid" )1 

SalesOrders.Discount 

 

scr_discountamount 

 

SalesOrders.Discount 

 

SalesOrders.Freight 

 

scr_freighttotal 

 

SalesOrders.Freight 

 

SalesOrders.PriceList 

 

scr_pricelist 

 

SalesOrders.PriceList 

 

SalesOrders.ShipAddressLine1 

 

scr_shiptoaddress1 

 

SalesOrders.ShipAddressLine1 

 

SalesOrders.ShipAddressLine2 

 

scr_shiptoaddress2 

 

SalesOrders.ShipAddressLine2 

 

SalesOrders.ShipCity 

 

scr_shiptocity 

 

SalesOrders.ShipCity 

 

SalesOrders.ShipPhone 

 

scr_shiptophone 

 

SalesOrders.ShipPhone 

 

SalesOrders.ShipPostalCode 

 

scr_shiptopostalcode 

 

IF(LEN(SalesOrders.ShipPostalCode) = 

4, "0" & SalesOrders.ShipPostalCode, 
SalesOrders.ShipPostalCode)2 

SalesOrders.ShipState 

 

scr_shiptostate 

 

SalesOrders.ShipState 

SalesOrders.TaxSchedule 

 

scr_taxschedule 

 

SalesOrders.TaxSchedule 

 

SalesOrders.Tax 

 

scr_taxtotal 

 

SalesOrders.Tax 

 

SalesOrders.OrderNumber 

 

scr_name 

 

SalesOrders.OrderNumber 

 

SalesOrders.TotalAmount 

 

scr_invoicetotal 

 

SalesOrders.TotalAmount 
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1 - This formula looks into CRM for the account that the invoice is linked to, and returns 

the GUID to maintain referential integrity 

 

2 - If there are postal codes that begin with a zero, they can sometimes get stripped off 

(IE 03104 becomes 3104). This checks to see if the post code is only 4 digits, and if so 

adds a zero to the front of the value 

Map Name: Scribe Invoice Details 

Source Field Target Field Formula 

SalesOrderDetails.OrderNumber, 

SalesOrderDetails.LineNumber, 
SalesOrderDetails.ProductNumber 

 

scr_name 

 

SalesOrderDetails.OrderNumber &  

"|" & 
SalesOrderDetails.LineNumber & 
"|" & 
SalesOrderDetails.ProductNumber1 

SalesOrderDetails.Quantity 

 

scr_quantity 

 

SalesOrderDetails.Quantity 

SalesOrderDetails.ProductNumber 

 

scr_productcode 

 

SalesOrderDetails.ProductNumber 

 

SalesOrderDetails.UnitPrice 

 

scr_price 

 

SalesOrderDetails.UnitPrice 

 

SalesOrderDetails.OrderNumber scr_scribeinvoice 

 

IFNULLUSE(LOOKUPTARGETVALUE 

("scr_scribeinvoice", 

"scr_invoicenumber", 
SalesOrderDetails.OrderNumber, 
"scr_scribeinvoiceid" ), "This Order 
does not exist in Dynamics CRM!")2 

1 - This formula will create a unique identifier for the line item that could be used for 

updates. 

2 - This formula checks to make sure the Invoice Header exists within Dynamics CRM, 

and if not, it raises the error you see within the formula. 
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CSV File Layouts 

Addresses 

Field Name Data Type (Length) 

CustomerNumber String(20) 

LocationName String(20) 

AddressType String(20) 

ContactName String(250) 

ContactTitle String(20) 

AddressLine1 String(250) 

AddressLine2 String(250) 

City String(80) 

State String(50) 

PostalCode String(20) 

Country String(80) 

Phone String(50) 

Fax String(50) 

ShippingMethod String(50) 

TaxSchedule String(50) 

Contacts 

Field Name Data Type (Length) 

CustomerNumber String(20) 

CustomerName String(250) 

ContactName String(250) 

Salutation String(100) 

FirstName String(50) 

MiddleName String(50) 

LastName String(50) 

ContactTitle String(50) 

AddressLine1 String(250) 

AddressLine2 String(250) 

City String(80) 

State String(50) 

PostalCode String(20) 
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Country String(80) 

Phone String(50) 

Fax String(50) 

Customers 

Field Name Data Type (Length) 

CustomerNumber String(20) 

CompanyName String(160) 

Region String(80) 

ContactName String(250) 

ContactTitle String(50) 

PrimaryAddrName String(50) 

Phone String(50) 

Fax String(50) 

Email String(100) 

WebsiteURL String(200) 

PriceList String(50) 

CreditOnHold Boolean 

CreditAmount Decimal 

PaymentTerms String(50) 

Active 

 

Boolean 

Invoices 

Field Name Data Type (Length) 

InvoiceNumber String(100) 

CustomerNumber String(20) 

BillToAddrName String(50) 

Type String(50) 

Status String(50) 

InvoiceDate DateTime 

SalespersonID String(50) 

ShippedDate DateTime 

ShippingMethod String(50) 

PriceList String(50) 

PaymentTerms String(50) 
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Freight Decimal 

Discount Decimal 

Tax Decimal 

TotalAmount Decimal 

RequestedShipDate DateTime 

ShipContact String(250) 

ShipAddressLine1 String(250) 

ShipAddressLine2 String(250) 

ShipCity String(100) 

ShipState String(100) 

ShipPostalCode String(20) 

ShipCountry String(100) 

ShipPhone String(20) 

TaxSchedule String(50) 

OriginalOrderNumber String(20) 

Invoice Details 

Field Name Data Type (Length) 

InvoiceNumber String(20) 

LineNumber String(10) 

InventoryItem String(10) 

ProductNumber String(100) 

Description String(250) 

UnitOfMeasure String(20) 

Quantity String(10) 

UnitPrice Decimal 

ItemDiscount Decimal 

ItemTax Decimal 

ExtendedPrice Decimal 

RequestedShipDate DateTime 

QuantityShipped String(10) 

QuantityCancelled String(10) 
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